Photosome membranes merge and organize tending towards rhombohedral symmetry when light is emitted.
Polynoid worm elytra emit light when mechanically or electrically stimulated. Specialized cells, the photocytes, contain light emitting machineries, the photosomes. Successive stimulations induce light intensity variations and show a coupling within and between photosomes. Here, we describe, using electron tomography of cryo-substituted elytra and freeze-fracturing, the structural transition associated to light emission: undulating tubules come closer, organize and their number forming photosomes increases. Two repeating undulating tubules in opposite phase compose the photosome. Undulations are located on three hexagonal layers that regularly repeat and are equally displaced, in x y and z. The tubule membranes within layers merge giving rise to rings that tend to obey to quasi-rhombohedral symmetry. Merging may result either from close-association, hemifusion (one leaflet fusion) or from fusion (two leaflets fusion). Although the resolution of tomograms is not sufficient to distinguish these three cases, freeze-fracturing shows that hemifusion is a frequent process that leads to an reversible anastomosed membrane complex favoring communications, appearing as a major coupling factor of photosome light emission.